In 2015, legislators proposed a bill that declared the State of Vermont OWNED YOUR DECEASED BODY for
whatever intent it saw fit. That bill was called H.57.
In 2019, PR.2, proclaims to remove every reference to “slavery” in the Vermont Constitution. Article 1. States:
“That all persons are born equally free and independent, and have certain natural, inherent, and unalienable
rights.”
I repeat, “That all persons are born equally free and independent.”
It is strikingly remarkable that some of the sponsors of the NEW H.57 “An act relating to preserving the right
to abortion” are the very same legislators that voted to begin the systematic dismantling of the actual right of
the People under Article 16th to bear arms for “the defence of themselves and the State.” To them, no person
born has the right to defend themselves with anything the government doesn’t approve of.
H.57 boldly states: “this act to safeguard the right to abortion in Vermont by ensuring that right is not denied,
restricted, or infringed by a governmental entity.” To these legislators, an actual Right declared over two
hundred years ago is ripe for restriction and infringement.
Next, H.57, proposes to curtail the Constitutional Right to LIFE ITSELF even further, by stating, “A fertilized egg,
embryo, or fetus shall not have independent rights under Vermont law.”
In simple terms, Vermont does not have a Death Penalty for capitol crimes, but, if you are an innocent 9month-old unborn child, you can be torn apart in your mother’s womb for any reason, including for simple
convenience.
People forget that Vermont was one of 31 states to pass a EUGENICS PROGRAM to curb birth defects,
domestic abuse and alcoholism, in an effort to “manage the misery of the poor.”
In addition, Vermont's H57 returns Vermont to the pre-Roe v. Wade era, by allowing BACKSTREET
ABORTIONS!
§9494. INTERFERENCE WITH REPRODUCTIVE CHOICE PROHIBITED
(b) No State or local law enforcement shall prosecute any individual for inducing, performing, or
attempting to induce or perform the individual’s own abortion.
I was a Foster Father to TWENTY-FIVE children of all ethnicities and skin colors, and my family ADOPTED one of
those children. When we received him as a foster, he was tiny and weak, he couldn’t keep his formula in his
stomach. Now, sixteen years later he is almost six-feet tall and stronger than I am.
He is also politically aware to see that the legislators proposing this travesty of human rights would rather see
him dead so they can gain activist glory.
If they are attempting to grant the State the ownership of your body, deny the right of self-defense to adults
and their families, and make it a Constitutional right to kill the innocent unborn, what else will they propose?
Hopefully, you will have time to think about that before they tell you to “get on the bus.”
Bob DePino, Westminster West VT

